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Abstract
 Central Theme

 Use of PC-based Games for Learning Tool

 Introduction & Background

Author’s experience of conducting several courses on dry & serious topics like IT, Management, Audit etc. prompted the
idea of PC-based games, that were then conceptualised, designed & developed on the topic of Cyber Security and were
successfully used at academies like ASCI-Hyderabad, NIA, Pune, etc.

 Theoretical Setting

 Relates the theoretical points like Advantage of Games as an Educational Aid, Issues on IT Security as the
theme, Pedagogical Aspects, Psychological View-points, etc.

 Practical Experience

 Narrates the first-hand experience of the author during the development and deployment of the games, viz.
Game Engine (GE), Knowledge Base (KB), etc.

 Conclusion & Points to Ponder

 Recaps the enriching experience, Makes an appeal to trainers to adopt this approach, Finally narrates some
possible pitfalls for other to avoid and make it a success.

 Introduction & Background
As a professor and trainer, (and also out of my hobby), I have been delivering umpteen sessions on serious
topics like eSecurity, IT Project Management, Software QA, IS Audit, etc. Across these workshops that I
conduct for a wide cross section of society (covering school / college students, IT Professors, Software /
Telecom Managers, Bankers, Auditors, Top Executives, Judges, Scientists and IAS / IPS Officers), a common
observation is that such dry & drab topics need some enlivening to drive the point home.

Generally, such liveliness comes from the responsive & continually fine-tuned delivery from the speaker, who
injects the appropriate context-based clips – real life experiences, anecdotes, quips & questions – to maintain
the optimal reception level of the audience. Lack of such a person-dependent feature was sensed in another
project (Workbook on Software Engineering for IT Faculty at Pune University) I developed as an eLearning
tool for CSI, Pune chapter.

Some education aid beyond the conceptual inputs was therefore thought of in such efforts to retain the focused
attention of a learner and to add to effectiveness. PC-based games was a natural choice to achieve these goals.

Before writing the paper, I made it a point to design & deploy such games (one is a card game on IS Audit,
while other is simulation game on eSecurity). It was a hard job to conceptualise & develop them first-hand
and single-hand, but when I tried them out at institutes like Admin. Staff College of India, Hyderabad &
National Insurance Academy, Pune, etc. for a few of my own programs on the topic, it was a grand success!

This paper gives a crisp account of my enlightening experience of game development, for fellow trainers to
share, to think over and, if possible, to follow as well, so that benefits of e Learning could be maximised.
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 Theoretical Settings
This development of Game Suit on the serious theme of eSecurity involved multi-faceted tasks, that were
backed by diverse range of aspects, as

o Advantage of Games as an Educational Aid

 Games support the moderate efforts of paper procedures and instructional inputs

 They are more effective than some other tools like static posters / dry intranet offerings

 They help better focus as players get involved and exercise choice thru keyboard / mouse clicks, unlike
monologue of video.

 Games embody the difficult concepts in simpler and more acceptable form and so help quick and easy
appreciation of topic.

o IT Security Issues

Here, we discuss the points that have a bearing on the eSecurity as the theme, around which the games are
built.

 It covers a wide range: physical & logical access controls, firewall, encryption, identification,
authorisation, digital signatures, etc.

 IT Security is a vital & pervasive topic that is to be taken to all, but is dry & drab, making participants
loose their attention quickly

 Concepts like digital signature are hard to grasp, unless some amount of graphics is utilized for
demonstration

 Cost of missed security is very high; Games imbibe this fact in an effective and discreet manner.

o Pedagogical Aspects

 Player stays focused for considerably longer duration, and on their own, unlike other methods, where
typically the reception goes down after about 75 to 90 minutes.

 Games facilitate teaching of intricate models / theories through a simplified vehicle.

 They help in simulation of fateful events to realise grave effects of security lapses, which are otherwise
prohibitive in real life.

 Ideas driven by vivid games get deeply rooted in human mind and memory retention is very high in terms
of proportion & period.

o Psychological View-points

 Games pep up child-in-the-heart of the adults to unleash the stagnated energy & inquisitiveness.

 They provide apparent relief to a player from other work, but the coaching continues in a latent manner.

 Games indirectly increment the efficiency as one gets refreshed with the games and there is no sense of
fatigue.

 Challenge of wining the points, avoiding the penalties and achieving the goals serves as a great booster.

 Pictures & Colours trigger the right brain activities and drive towards wholesome approach.

 Practical Experience
In this section, I relate my first-hand experience in designing the simulation game – ’IT with Care!’ – that puts
the player in the shoes of an eSecurity Manager entrusted with bringing back normalcy, where a company
suffered blended eSecurity threats.

o Planning the Plot

 The first challenge is to tap the right brain for creativity for crafting the plot – overall scenario,
characters in the game, multiple possible paths/ threads, domain & environment, bonus / penalty points,
ultimate aim to reach, hurdles planted and related game rules in terms of sequencing of events, priorities, etc.
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’IT with Care!’ presents a canvas of six characters and fifty & odd actions and their intertwining of priorities
& inter-dependencies.

 This all calls for quite a painstaking & iterative process with a constant toggling between right & left
brain and attention to

(a) Confines of thematic precincts – the mainstream subject

(b) Offering an attractive & captivating experience to players

(c) Preventing irrational game rules / behaviour

(d) Ensuring that coaching element is not lost in the gaming spree

 Basic problem for many people is how to arouse the creative genius within, that has been dormant ever
since they discontinued essay writing, painting & music sometime during the school days, when
stereotype topics / methods steadily outrun the creative arts.

o Game Engine (GE)

 Game engine is the set of software programs that embodies core game functionality and administers the
game design / plot.

 GE tackles the job of picking up the cases, flashing the choices and managing several levels in case of a
multi-phase game.

 GE handles various branching / forking, responds to player actions, decides the next course of steps, etc.
and is quite proprietary to each game.

 Lastly it intelligently reflects on the player choices by tracking the suitability, context & inter-
dependencies and allots bonus / penalty.

o Knowledge Base (KB)

 Knowledge Base (KB) is an artefact of comprehension & wisdom that goes into the game as its contextual
foundation.

 KB is a rich collection of several scenario’s designed, instances compiled & ground principles
accumulated after years of exploratory research and an outcome of related deep thinking.

 Like GE, the KB is also very much proprietary to each game, as it embodies the functional domain
represented.

 Game Engine without Knowledge Base would be motionless, just like a vehicle without a person who
plies it.

o Programming

 For a tech-person, a favourite programming language is just next to the mother tongue. Yet, once a plunge
is taken into game design, a quick realisation occurs that all along it was just a serious program
development of mundane tasks like inventory & accounting or sorting & parsing, etc. The ease and speed
of writing a program stumbles when it comes to manoeuvring around the pictures and sounds, that too in
altogether different paradigm.

 Apart from the basic building blocks of typical classes / objects, one has to think heavily on the lighter
matters of patterns, colours, alignment & spacing of the snaps / pictures, their well-coordinated
movements etc.

 Lastly, all these picturesque activities taking place on the amusement plane have to be neatly in sync with
the bunch of other considerations like work-flow, context rules, number-crunching of min, max, ratio,
slabs, etc. on the other plane of functional domain

o Simulation & Testing

 The flow of game needs to be a seemingly effortless and lucid experience to attract and retain the player.
Equally, the game has to have a solid learning experience – considerably latent though – to deliver the
goods and attain the goal at the end of the day.
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 Some of the actions that are not possible in real life could be easily facilitated in the games, as there is no
real risk of undesired disastrous effects that are unaffordable in true life. This element of simulation is one
of the strongest points in the games.

 After putting all the pieces in place, lot of testing is needed to ensure multi-fold game objectives:

 Logical elements like validity of all the scenarios, cases, reflections, work-flow etc. in the eye of
functional domain

 Entertainment value of lucidity, curiosity, intuitiveness, uncertainty and moderate surprises

 Bearing on the right proportion, balance & intertwining of entertainment and educational values

 Needless to add, that the exhaustive and real testing took place, when the games were used as eLearning
tools during the training sessions. Feedback reported by the players is obviously the best possible testing.

 Conclusions and Points to Ponder
o Do It Yourself

At least initially, it is advisable to plunge and venture like Robinson Crusoe and try out complete development
single-handedly, that too without resorting to any of the readily available blocks. It is quite a learning
experience that builds solid confidence & conceptual foundation. Later on, one can quickly pick up the several
pre-fabricated components as also assistance of a team, to add speed and sophistication.

o Man with many hats

It is interesting to assume many a roles, viz. internal user, domain expert on the subject, architect, programmer
and tester, too. These roles keep on mingling and get dominated by others on many occasions. That is
perfectly in order, anyway, a point should be made to review both the incremental component & accumulated
work from individual lookouts of three roles in turn-by-turn manner. These three roles are game player,
software professional and the functional consultant on the subject matter of the game.

o Keep it simple

One may be tempted to design a game that is going to be fascinating and spread across many levels. Here, it
will be pertinent to caution that as a first experiment, it is better to keep the things very small, simple and not
too ambitious. Otherwise, down the line it becomes essential to chop off some functionality for want of
adequate tools and time. It then becomes tedious to keep the whole stuff homogeneous. Therefore, to start
with, it is all right to have a very small game deployable on a stand-alone PC for a single player.

o Enjoyment & Enrichment

As it comes close to the completion, an interesting revelation occurs – While efforts are made to design and
develop a game to facilitate lively learning experience for players, the game designing process itself is an
equally pleasant learning & tremendously satisfying for the developer.


